A new linear programming obstacle-avoided model is presented in target pursuit and obstacle-avoided problem. The obstacle-avoided model only has the linear program once for obstacle avoidance at one time step. The collision forecasting domain of vehicle and obstacle is obtained, which can prevent the happening of collision between vehicle and obstacle. In the target pursuit problem, the dynamic equation of mass point with linear damping is taken as the state equation of vehicle's motion. "Expansible Target Size" is proposed to describe the pursuit process for target. The Linear programming method is used to model and solve the obstacle-avoided pursuit problem. Finally, simulation is given to show the efficiency of the method.
INTRODUCTION
In the target pursuit problem, the given vehicle should catch the target with an optimal trajectory at a specified criterion of performance while avoiding several moving obstacles in an uncertain environment. So the real time obstacle avoidance is an important content for target pursuit problem. Traditionally, the environment is always assumed to be static and known so that the path planning can be proceeded globally and off line. However, in real target pursuit problem, the trajectories of the obstacle and the target are unknown, which means that lots of uncertainty exists in the environment. So research of obstacle avoidance in target pursuit is important for handling the target pursuit problem comprehensively in complex environment. Linear programming (LP) is an effective tool to solve the control and planning problem, which has been used in the field of robot path planning maturely. Its main idea is that the control obtained by LP is optimal with respect to the objective function while satisfying all the constraints defined in the problem. Another advantage of LP is that performance criterion as well as dynamics constrains are easy to be integrated. J. P. How et al. [1] - [3] proposed mixed integer LP (MILP) to solve the off-line multi-task path plan and avoid obstacles in the static environment. In this method, the obstacles are considered as square, and the integer variables are introduced to turn vehicle and obstacle's relationship from "OR" to "AND", which can decrease the number of solving the LP problem. The computational result can be obtained by solving LP problem once only. However, when environment becomes complex, the computation burden of this method will be increased and the real-time path plan This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 60705028) can't be taken. L.Y. Yang et al. [4] - [5] proposed a new target pursuit obstacle-avoided model based on MILP in order to solve the computational complexity and real time problems. Integer variables are used to describe the relative position of vehicle and obstacles [6] . Since the existing of integer variables, the model is hard to be solved even using Isometric Plane Method, the binary of inner point can be selected according to the relative position between vehicles and obstacles, then the model has no integer variable to be solved, and the MILP model turn to LP model. So a faster computation for solving MILP can be achieved when increasing the vehicles, obstacles and targets. However, there still have so many obstacle-avoided constraints when the environment model become complex; the computation of selecting binary variables is complex when solving the MILP model, which can not be used to take real time and on-line planning in dynamic environment. Acceleration Space Linear Programming (ASLP) method for the path planning [8, 9] analyze the dynamic target pursuit and obstacle avoidance (TPOA) problem in acceleration space, which can turn the nonlinearity in either the objective function or the position and velocity constraints into linear inequalities. This method can solve the TPOA problem with limited number of obstacles and targets online in unknown environment, and the complexity in obstacle contour does not increase the computational burden of the ASLP. However, the computation complexity of ASLP for solving LP problem is n 2 , which means that with the increasing of the obstacle and target, the number of LP problem needs to be solved will be increasing exponentially. So it is unsuitable for real time implementation of TOAP problem. Meanwhile, when several obstacles between vehicle and target partly overlapped, either the obstacle-avoided constraints will be incompatible or the obstacle-avoided angle will be enlarged.
Although the three methods mentioned above have solved the TPOA problem in a certain extent, they can not be applied in three-dimension space. The obstacle-avoided method described in ASLP can avoid arbitrary shape of obstacles in 2-D space. However, in 3-D environment, its obstacle-avoided area is not only the angle between two light sights from vehicle to obstacle, but a cone which can not be described into linear terms, not to mention be solved by LP. J. P. How [1] - [3] and L.Y. Yang [4] - [5] introduced binary variables to express the logic relationship of vehicle and obstacle, which can solve the multi-obstacle avoidance very well. However, if this method were used in 3-D environment, its obstacle-avoided constraints and integer variables will increase exponentially. It cannot be used for real time and on line path plan. This paper presents a new tangential line or plane obstacle-avoided model. In this model, each obstacle is modeled as a circle or a ball. The obstacle-avoided tangential line or plane is obtained by analyzing the location relationship between the line, which is determined by vehicle, the pursued target and the avoided obstacle. After confirming the tangential line or plane, the obstacle-avoided constraints can be described. For each obstacle, only one linear constraint is needed, which can simplify the obstacle-avoided model greatly in 2-D and 3-D environment, and every obstacle's avoidance constraint are compatible.
SINGLE LINEAR PROGRAMMING OBSTACLE-AVOIDED MODEL
Let t be the current time, t+1 be the next time and t ǻ be the time increment, (x(t+1), y(t+1)) (g x (t+1), g y (t+1)) and (z x (t+1), z y (t+1)) be the position of the vehicle, dynamic target and obstacle in 2-D space at time step t+1. As Fig. 1 shows, each obstacle is modeled as circle. In the case of avoiding obstacle, P t represents the vehicle, Z t+1 is the obstacle and T t+1 is the target. Assumed that line l b connects the vehicle P t and the target T t+1 . Investigate the relationship between line l b and obstacle, there are two cases. If line l b does not intersect the obstacle, shown as Fig.   1(a) , draw a line paralleled with line l b and to be tangent to Z t+1 , let L b be the tangent line that is near to the vehicle P t , then L b is the obstacle avoidance tangent line. If l b intersects the obstacle, shown as Fig. 1(b) , construct a tangent line, L b , which is tangent to Z t+1 , crossing the intersect point and near to the vehicle, then L b can be the obstacle avoidance tangent line.
Determination of obstacle-avoided tangential line

Description of the obstacle avoidance constraint
Assumed that vehicle will avoid a certain obstacle Z i (t+1), i , in next time step. The obstacle-avoided tangential equation is defined as:
To sum up, in SLP obstacle avoidance model, only one linear constraint is need for each obstacle to describe the obstacle avoidance in one time step.
Whether an obstacle should be avoided is judged by the risk degree depended on the relative distance between vehicle and obstacle. Assume that N o obstacles should be avoided currently. The constraints for avoiding circle obstacles are described as inequalities (1) or (2) . These N o linear constraints formed an enclosed or closed polygon taken ( ( ), ( )) x t y t as inner point.
OBSTACLE-AVOIDED TARGET PURSUIT
MODEL
Target pursuit is a dynamic process. In 2-D environment, let the given vehicle pursue the dynamic target and ask for an optimal path which can satisfy all the constraints while avoiding all of the obstacles. The current position and velocity of the vehicle relative to the target and the obstacles are assumed to be known by sensors or some estimation techniques. Any next-step information of the target or the obstacles is totally unknown to the vehicle. We try to set up one step optimal planner to this dynamic path planning problem with limited information. Assumed that all the known information keep unchangeable at [t, t+1], and then the optimal path at this time step is the solution we asked. For each time step planning, the obstacle-avoided target pursuit problem can be modeled as LP problem to be solved.
LP constraints
Let the position of vehicle at time step t be ( ( ), ( )) x t y t and its velocity be ( ( ), ( ))
x t y t . The vehicle's control force and resultant force at the th t time step are given by (f x (t), f y (t)) and (F x (t), F y (t)) in X-and Y-directions respectively. N n is the total time step.
(1) State Equation We assume that the pursuit trajectory of vehicle is twice differentiable curve with uniformly variable motion for t ' , the length of time step, small enough. Vehicle' mass is 1. We can get from Taylor expansion in series:
where 
S t x t y t x t y t
A and B are dynamic matrixes of vehicle motion resulting control force and damp force. According to the linear relationship between vehicles' control forces, the maximum speed and the maximum turn rate, proposed by A. G. Richards [3] , we take damped coefficient as 
where ( ) d t is the size that vehicle touches the "expanded" target regular polygon, and is called "Expansible Target Size". From (7) Obstacle avoidance constraint is shown as inequalities (1) or (2).
Objective Function
In LP model of obstacle avoidance and target pursuit, for each time step the primary aim of optimization is to shorten the distance between the vehicle and the pursuing target, which means that target pursuit is achieved through minimizing the expansible target size. So the process of the target pursuit can be realized by minimizing the following objective function ( ) (8) is minimized at each time step t , thus target pursuit problem can be solved one by one time step, and real-time target pursuit can be realized.
CONLLISION PREDICATION
In TPOA problem, the current position and velocity of the vehicle relative to the target and the obstacles are assumed to be known by sensors or some estimation techniques. Then the position of the target and the obstacle can be estimated at time step t+1. According to the above description, the vehicle can avoid the obstacle at t+1 using the SLP method. Even so, it is possible for vehicle to colloid with obstacle at t+2 time step. In order to prevent the potential collision and take measures to avoid obstacle, not only the obstacle avoidance constraints at t+1 time step should be derived, but also the collision possibility between vehicle and obstacle at t+2 should be estimated at time step t to ensure the necessity of obstacle avoidance at time t+1. As Fig. 2 shows, f t and v t are vehicle's maximum control force and velocity respectively. Z t+1 is obstacle' position at time step t+1. r z is obstacle's circle radius. Z t+2 and Z' t+2 are two possible position of obstacle at time step t+2. . T t+1 is the position of the target at t+1 time step, and P t is the position of the vehicle at t time step. According to the principle of SLP obstacle avoidance and target pursuit in [1, 4, 5] , vehicle's position is P t+1 at time step t+1. As Fig.2 shows, vehicle can avoid obstacle using SLP obstacle avoidance principle at t+1 time step. However, at time step t+2, obstacle located in Z t+2 will collide with vehicle located in P t+1 , but obstacle located in Z' t+2 will not. From the above, predication must be done to check whether the collision will happen or not when obstacle move from time step t+1 to time step t+2.
Fig.2 Collision Forecasting
The key problem for collision forecasting is confirming the motion region of obstacle from time step t+1 to t+2. This region can be called "Pre-collision region". The collision must happen if vehicle located in "Pre-collision region".
The collision forecasting steps are as follows:
(1) Forecasting of the obstacle's position at time step t+2 If the obstacle' position Z t+2 can not be obtained through sensor technology at time step t+2. We can make estimation according to the motion principle. The obstacle's velocities at time step t-1and t are given as V (t-1 z and V tz . The obstacle' position Z t+1 at time step t+1 can be obtained. Obstacle's accelerate at time step t 
CONCLUSION
(1) For the path planning of target pursuit problem, SLP obstacle-avoided constraint which can be integrated into the pursuit and obstacle avoidance model is proposed in this paper. The optimal path satisfying a specified criterion of performance can be obtained while catching the target without collision. This model can be applied in the TPOA problem of 3-D case and will not increase the complexity of the model. (2) With respect to the potentially collision between vehicle and obstacle, a collision predication method combined with the information obtained by the planning of TPOA model is presented, which can make the vehicle take measures to avoid the obstacle in time.
(3) Simulation result shows that proposed model can solve the TPOA problem efficiently. For each time step, the computation time cost to solve the model is far smaller than 100ms, and it can satisfy the real time computation 
